
Brexit and GDPR: Next
move – stick or adapt?
Withdrawal arrangements from the EU will take at least two years
from the point when Article 50 is triggered. But the GDPR will apply
in the UK on 25 May 2018 – so what now? By Grant Campbell.

Every step you take the media
will be watching you
A well-managed response to data breach can enhance reputation,
says Magnus Boyd, Partner at Schillings. Merrill Dresner reports.

“The primary concern
around cybersecurity is
loss of data. Many of

our clients come to us because of the
inevitable reputational damage when
there is a loss of data. As the public
wakes up to how much of its data is
in circulation and how it is being
monetised, stored, and transferred,

they are now beginning to demand
higher levels of responsibility from
those looking after that data.”

“The media is reflecting that con-
cern. Media reporting of data
breaches is now increasingly vitriolic,
also involving an anti-corporate pro-

Following the Brexit vote many
organisations are left grappling
with an unwelcome conun-

drum: prepare for the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
knowing that it might not take effect
in the UK or wait and see and then
risk an almighty scramble to get

ready if it is going to come into force.
In other words, stick or adapt?

Clearly, Brexit has led to a period
of uncertainty which extends well
beyond data protection and until we
have clarity on the UK’s position in
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Government may use Brexit
to escape aspects of GDPR
Whilst we have no indication yet as to what the government is plan-
ning for the UK’s future data protection regime, it would not be sur-
prising to see it steer away from a few aspects of the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), data portability being one of
them. The previous data protection minister, Baroness Neville-Rolfe
was of the view that data portability rules could have a negative
impact on innovation and competition. 

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport, responsible for data
protection policy, has been talking to major stakeholders in order to
find out their views. Rumour has it that the government will hold a
public consultation on the options available, and then draft a new
law. The UK is required to have general data protection legislation
to fulfil the provisions of Council of Europe Convention 108.
Therefore, if the UK adopted a Privacy Shield option by repealing
the DP Act, it would be in breach of the Convention (p.7). For the
time being, companies can make some preparations, as certain
aspects of the GDPR are likely to feature in any case (p.1). One of
them is breach notification. Read on p.1 how fast and efficient
breach notification can save your reputation. 

The House of Lords Constitution Committee has published a
report on invoking Article 50, formal notice to leave the European
Union. It says that the government should not trigger Article 50
without consulting Parliament as it would be constitutionally inap-
propriate. The UK’s position has alerted Japan’s Foreign Ministry
which has urged the UK to continue its implementation of the
GDPR. The ministry calls for close cooperation on the facilitation
of data transfers between Japan, the UK and the EU.

Revision of the EU e-Privacy Directive is now underway. But even
before that, cookie compliance is affected by the GDPR (p.11). 
Currently, WhatsApp does not fall under the scope of the e-Privacy
Directive, and the position of this and similar services is being con-
sidered by the EU Commission. WhatsApp has attracted some
unwanted attention from the regulators; the ICO is currently inves-
tigating the company’s plans to share more user data with Facebook
in order to carry out targeted advertising (p.21).

Laura Linkomies, Editor
PRIvACy LAWS & BUSINESS 
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